Pretty often, and meditation can naturally cause this, individuals who meditate or do power meditations, are jumping way ahead of themselves. The discovery that one has [or every human who trains these] spiritual powers, can make at first someone very full of themselves. Not bad to have confidence. Actually, it can propel someone to do much more.

Humanity has drastically degenerated to an extent that is observable. When it comes to spiritual powers, very few people have these inborn, even less know how to use them, and the levels of people actually proficient and in knowledge of all of it, is very small.

Oftentimes, feelings of superiority, self-confidence, or seeing that matters go good, make people assume they are Gods or that they have excellent communication and so on. These states do not perpetually last forever, but I have noticed people try to maintain these states, despite of input from reality. This is where confidence and one's abilities have to be kept in check.

Alternatively, some people don't try because they don't feel like they should. One should try and do their best, and if things don't work out, you'll learn and they will eventually do. JoS is here for information exchange to speed this up. Things that would have us all confused for a decade, exist here and can be answered in a few days of study, to name an instance.

In other words, to actually verify if you are having actual power, you should look at your results. Not to damn yourself or feel bad, nor to pump yourself to arrogance. Just so that you can know where you're at.

Knowledge about workings, manifestation, and this whole path in general, much of it has to be walked, learned, and discovered by each person for themselves. Clergy, JoS members, we constantly exchange knowledge to highlight more of this path.

Now, as I often do, which can sometimes be painful, I'll relate some painful Truths. The average Gentile is nowhere compared to the average Jew, where it comes to spiritual or general knowledge and advancement. This is caused by centuries of spiritual degeneration.
It is no mistake that many of these people are so extremely arrogant, as compared to the average joe down the street, the distances in understanding can be unfathomable. There are people who also do not pay attention to reality. A lot of people of the enemy, have extensive spiritual knowledge. Much of it stolen of course, but it is what it is.

Growth in knowledge does not happen when someone assumes that they are already at the pinnacle of it. While one may be far ahead the average person in the street, one may be nowhere compared to other more advanced individuals.

The path to Satanism and general spirituality, is plagued with people who are mentally unwell - some run out of refuge for solutions into the path for this reason, while others are labelled like this from the status quo. This is nothing to be ashamed about. But there are many people who have schizophrenia, personality disorders, plain lunatics and so on.

For this reason, verifying spiritual power, and seeing it as an actual thing, has been replaced by a race of who is the more deluded. This insanity defines a lot of "esoteric" circles. This is not exactly a state of spiritual power, nor of realization. It's more like a cult type of thing. Satanists must try to be away from this mentality, in order for the mind to become truly spiritual.

See what a joke this is: People claim they have spiritual power, knowledge etc. Fine by me, I wish more people did. Actually, this is the only thing I hope for the future as is. Our world would never be where it is if this was the case. I read these statements very constantly. Oftentimes, these are from people who do not really understand what this means.

And some real, tangible, problem arrives. For example, a health emergency or a financial emergency. Then, all the talk of advancement is out of the window. They cannot solve it. And what would help solve it? Actual power.

Parallel this a little bit with a thousand xians who pray to heal someone from a flu, and they can't do it. Are they deluded or what? They clearly are deluded. An "all powerful god" should at least heal the goddamn flu. Anyone who has done healing or other workings and seen them work, you'll understand how naive and low these people are.

Meanwhile, other people who actually understand what this is, and how these powers are used, or were patient in actually developing them for real, can and will depend on these powers during times of need. In the same way you can't have imaginary monopoly money and think that you can spend it for groceries,
such is the case for having delusions and expecting that these will support you through difficult times.

Personally, I learned the above on the job, and in ways that most people don't have to learn it. When I was new here, I spent like 2-3 years having to be delayed and dealing with information that was not viable or legitimate. This can have disastrous consequences for someone's life.

Oftentimes, people who want to display themselves somehow, they don't care what this may entail to other people. I see this a lot in the New Age and so forth. When people buy a book, and they need a solution to a problem, it has to be for real. But many people simply don't care.

As such the JoS has always been insistent on promoting and doing only accurate knowledge and not just spitting information just for the sake of someone being able to say we shared information. You can't depend on superficial information to advance spiritually.

Each of us, as a person advances in Spiritual Satanism, the goal here is for you to attain better and clearer communication with the Demons. This is not only verbal. They will guide you to knowledge and get you to each successive step of your journey, if you are devoted to meditation, you listen, and you have made the choice to develop.

In order to understand their messages, one has to check them out, verify them for real, and overall, apply and see. One learns by experience. It would lead to a disaster to claim otherwise. Another important aspect in this, is honing one's personal intuition and the capacity of understanding of the so called "God Part" of one's brain.

Many major questions and other riddles about someone, or one's life, can be answered effectively by self-consciousness and meditation and do not necessitate a full communication with a Demon, and further assistance can propel you even further.

Humanity has a long way to go, and these powers are no longer "plain everyday" things for humans. Consistent training is necessary to do this. For beings like our Gods, much of this is actually rather natural, but humanity has a long way to go. Do not be very hard on yourselves, as this path is largely "uncharted".

In closing, Satan had explained to me in regards to another question posed a long time ago in the general topic of Europeans, that in Europe, Xians and during
the Middle Ages, selective dysgenic planning was done by the church to make people lose their spiritual abilities.

People that were noticed to have any of these, included high intelligence, were killed, dissuaded from procreation, and generally, their life was made a nightmare. Many, without an option, had to assimilate to the enemy borg or practice force fed enemy spirituality, even worse, were put to marry jews and so on. We know this historically to be the case.

To add insult to injury, xianity also created a dysgenics anti-spirituality program, promoting only the lowest, the stupidest, the mentally insane, the nonspiritual and so on to survive and thrive while procreating.

Xians rave they are "spiritual" and they have only lunacy to display and nothing else. If one takes a step back and analyzes them in a rational manner, they are nothing but an angry mob that doesn't know nothing about spirituality. If anything, they are the danger of all that is scientific, spiritual, and creative in man. To make this state a "moral state" to be, lead us to even lower materialism, and even lower average intelligence and spiritual capacity. To where one has to read a whole tome to understand the basic psychic powers of the human mind, which were taken for granted before - and unironically so, by the xian program itself.

This method was practiced in all Gentile countries where the enemy has had a stronghold. About Islam, better be left unsaid - reality speaks volumes as is. They'll take someone's head because it is not doing the ape as they do.

This does not help in the general spiritual conditions of humans nowadays, but it can definitely be overcome. Much of this already exists in humans, and with practice and so on, one can advance. You don't need to get to an ashram for this, it can be part of your daily life.

Of course, for generations, specific individuals will have people that have escaped, and many abilities do "run in families". More than likely, almost everyone of you here, has had some psychic in their family, some person who had premonitions, or some other interest in the occult or spirituality, even that of the enemy [in case they are blind]. This could extend to generations before.

For the above reason, the JoS recommends you what Satan recommends: practice laws which we call generally 'racial' but they are natural. Pass down these gifts and your generation in a mindful manner if possible.

Meanwhile, the enemy has been doing the exact reverse in their midst. Racial purity on the top, a very strong spiritual caste, and protecting spiritual people as
the pupil of the eye for their civilizations, they have schools to teach people spirituality without bullshit involved, and so on.

At the same time, I have to explain to people why it's a bad idea to watch Netflix all day while smoking crack. Gee, I wonder why you shouldn't be a goy? Maybe because you aren't mean to be? This belief has been a life mission for me.

As a final quote, remember: We all have a long way to go. And we will get there, because the Gods have given us the knowledge and the ability to do so.
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